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Category:Free 3D graphics softwareInsomniac Games, Naughty Dog, and SEGA Amusement

Park is teaming up to bring PlayStation VR Experience for the PlayStation 4 to the amusement
park, it was announced yesterday. Here is a description of the virtual experience that is being
prepared by Insomniac Games: VR:> Headset> A personable host greeting you with a prize

wheel, encouraging you to spin the wheel for fun prizes. In VR, different prizes and animated
effects activate based on where the wheel stops. You can play with up to four VR players at once

at The Great Escape, one of the hottest VR attractions in the US today. Players should pair the
headset with PlayStation VR game EVE: Valkyrie. “We are so excited to bring The Great Escape

to PlayStation VR,” said Antonio Rodriguez, Creative and Operations Director at The Great
Escape. “The experience is unlike any other theme park attraction and we can’t wait for our

guests to try it for the first time.” Visit for more information. Update 12/8: SEGA Amusement
Park has made the following official announcement. SEGA Amusement Park today announced

that The Great Escape attraction will open its doors to PlayStation VR Experience for
PlayStation 4 on Saturday, February 3, 2018. Guests can experience the attraction at SEGA

Amusement Park in Springfield, Massachusetts, which is the largest amusement park in
Massachusetts. Launched on December 6, 2016, the VR attraction takes guests on a journey
through space and time exploring previously unseen planets and presents a wealth of highly-

detailed graphics. Guests can strap on the virtual reality headset and the virtual reality experience
will take them to the diverse environments of four adventure planets. A motion-based augmented
reality system provides a unique and immersive experience throughout the attractions numerous

immersive experiences. Details of the PlayStation VR Experience, including pricing, will be
announced closer to the time. Source: SEGA Amusement ParkLettre ouverte aux parents face à
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